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ABSTRACT 

RESPONSE BIAS WITH PROTOTYPIC FACES 
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Department of Psychology, University of Richmond 
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Three experiments employed a facial recognition task where 
target faces did not appear in a five or six-item test sec. The 
test set consisted of a prototype face that differed by one feature 
from each of the distractors, which in turn differed by two features 
from each other. Subjects ranked the faces on the likelihood they 
were a target face. Results showed the prototype was ranked 
significantly above chance, indicating the procedure resulted in a 
response bias. The findings have implications for lineup and 
photospread construction. 

This paper presents the results of three experiments 
that addressed the issue of response bias in a facial recognition 
task. This issue concerns the situation in which the recognition 
test set contains a face that is a prototype of the others in the 
set. For example, suppose the set is made up of faces each of which 
is a variation on one particular face, the prototype, that is also 
included in the set. One might expect that such a set would result 
in a response bias favoring the identification of the prototype 
face. There is some support for this prototype notion in a study by 
Solso and McCarthy (1981). Using a recognition memory paradigm, 
they constructed distractor faces from the features of faces that 
hed been presented. Their subjects were more confident in 
recognizing (incorrectly} the distractor faces than the faces they 
had seen. Additionally, Wogalter and Jensen (1986) have 
demonstrated a bias towards a prototype in a recognition task using 
nonfacial stimuli. 

The practical issue with which this work is concerned is 
fairness, or its opposite -- bias, in law enforcement lineups and 
photospreads. A biased lineup is one where persons who were not 
witnesses to a crime are IIIOre likely than chance to pick the 
suspect, Malpass and Devine (1983) and Wells (1978) have discussed 
lineup bias and have noted that the suspect must not be distinctive 
in comparison with other members (the distractors). Malpass and 
Devine (1983) reported an experiment in which similarity between a 
suspect photograph and the other photospread members was 
manipulated. Their results showed an increase in fairness with 
increasing suspect-distractor similarity. Hence, in constructing 
lineups or photospreads, law enforcement agencies would be advised 



: o s~iec c ii neup ~r pno cospread d i scractors who are similar co the 
susp ect. But such an a ppro ach creates th e possibilit y of bias due to 
th~ suspect bei ng a pr ot otype of the lineu p or phocospread faces. 
That is, che suspect may have more features in common with th e 
di s cr ac tors chan the di stract o rs 9hare with each other. In this 
reg ar d the suspect may be distinctive, and in situation s where the 
sus pec c i s not the target per son (criminal ) , th e Lineup or 
phocos pread may fail a cru c ial cr it erion in that the likelihood of 
the suspecc being chose n is greater than chance. 

The · pr es en t experiments employ a recognition paradigm. 
In Experiment l subjects saw a s ingle target face before examining a 
gr oup of photographs -- a photospread. ln Experiments 2 and 3, 
sub je ct s saw a large number of faces, and then examined a series of 
phoco spre ads. ln Experiment l the target face appeared in some of 
the photospre ads, wher eas in Experiments 2 and 3 it did not. Each 
of che phot ospreads was made up of a prototype face (not the targ~t ) 
and dist r actors that were more similar to th e prototype face than 
th e y were to each othe r . The hypothesis is that the likelihood is 
greater than chance that the prototype will be identified as a 
target fa ce. In additi on t o differences in some procedural details, 
th e experiments al so differed in the stimulus materials used: 
identi-Kit faces, Mac -a-Mug Pro faces and photographs of real faces. 
A sample Mac-a-Mug photospread is shown in Figure l. 

Figure 1. 

EXPERIMENT l 

Sample Mac-a-Hug photospread, top-right face is the 
prototype, 

In the first ex?eriment subjects weot through a serie s of 
trials in which they were shown a target face, given a distractor 
ta sk, and then asked to rank the members of a photospread in terms 
of their similarity to the target. All stimuli were 11111le faces 
constructed wich the Identi-Kit. 
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Mechod 
Subjec t s were 25 undergraduat e scuden cs ac Rice University . 

The faces were cons tructed from the 1960 edicion of the Identi-Kit 
facial coo s cru c cion sys tem. They con s ist ed o f si x fe a tures: hair, 
eyes, eyebrows, jaw, lips and nose . Two di ff er ent exemplars were 
used for each fe ature , exc e pt the nose which was the same for all 
faces. The Idenc i -Kit fe at ures had actuall y been sto r ed in a 
compute r and th e target fa ce s were presented on a monitor. 

Subjects were run individually and were t ol d that they were 
to be t e sted on the i r memory for fa ces. They then were given five 
trial s consisti ng of five di fferen t targets and a different 
photosp r ead for each target. I11111ediately after each t arget 
presentation, subjec ~s worked for three minutes on an anagram 
dis cr accor task. They the n viewed a phoc os pr ea d that consisted of 
si x faces presented on a s in gl e page in a booklet. They ranked the 
faces where one was most like the target and six was lea s t like the 
target. 

The pho to sp r eads were cons t ruc te d in the following 
manner. Four of the five photospreads for each ta rg et consisted of 
t he target, a prototype fa ce , and four distractors. The t arget and 
each of the distracto r s differed from the pr ot otype fac e by one 
feacure and from ea ch other by two features. The fi fth photospread 
fo r each ta r get did not contain the target but rather consisted of a 
prototype face and five di st ractors each differing from the 
prot otype by one fe a ture. Target exposu re duration was al so varied. 
For the four trials on whi ch the target appeared in t he photospread 
the durations were 17ms , 2s, 4a or 16s. A 17ma exposure of a face 
that had no fea t ure s in common wit h the pr otot ype or t he distraccors 
was used for trials where the target did not appear in the 
pho to sp re ad. The orders of expo su re durati ons and targets were 
balanced between subjects, and the photospread s as so ci at ed with the 
different tar get s were varied acro ss subje cts. 

Results 
The mean ra nk in gs for the prototype and target faces are 

shown in Table 1, A lower ranking indic ated the face was perceived 
as more like th e face presented at exposure. As expected, increased 
exposure ti ine produced better recogniti on of the target, 
F(3,72)=4 .7 8, p(.01. Althou gh the prototype faces in the 
phot ospreads re ceived better rankings than the targets when exposure 
time was l7ms or 2s , th er e was no significant difference between the 
prototypes and target s, nor did this difference significantly 
interact wi th exposure time . 

TABLE l 
Mean Ranking Scor es for Target and Suspe c t Faces 

Target Exposure Time Target Suspect 

17 IDB Absent 2 .52 
17 UIS 3.28 2 . 84 
2 s 2.64 2. 32 
3 s l.80 2 .4 8 

16 s 1.80 2.20 
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One result chac speaks directly to the issue of primary 
interest in rhis paper, concerns the trials where the target did 
not appear in the photospread. The mean ranking of the prototype 
faces in the target-absent condition was significantly less than the 
3.5 chance value, t(24)=4.69, p<.001. 

EXPERIMENT 2 
In this experiment subjects were exposed co a large number 

of facial photographs after which they examined a series of ten 
photospreads, each containing six faces. Their task was co rank 
each face in each of the photospreads as to the likelihood of it 
being a face they had seen in the earlier set. None of the 
photospread faces appeared in the earlier sec. All phocospread 
faces were constructed using Mac-a-Mug Pro software. 

Method 
Subjects were 25 undergraduate students from the University 

of Richmond. Faces presented in the exposure phase were 449 white 
male photographs that were taken from a 1972 University of Richmond 
yearbook. Photospread faces were constructed using a Macintosh Plus 
computer and the Mac-a-Mug Pro software. This software is a 
computer-assisted face construction program that uses a large file 
of digitized feature exemplars. Five features were manipulated: 
hair-head, eyes-eyebrows, nose, 11\0uth-lips and chin. 

Subjects were given 10 minutes to examine a set of 
449 numbered photographs. Their task during chis exposure period 
was to record the numbers of any faces that looked familiar and to 
rate the degree of familiarity on a three point scale. This phase 
of the experiment was merely a means of exposing subjects to a large 
number of faces so that they would believe that the unexpected 
phocospread task that followed involved their memory for these 
faces. They then ranked each face in a series of 10 phocospreads as 
co the likelihood that the face had appeared in the earlier 
sequence. Each photospread was contained on a page in a booklet. 

The photospreads were formed by constructing 10 prototype 
faces by randomly selecting ten exemplars for each feature. Once 
these prototype faces were developed, five distractor faces for each 
were constructed such chat each differed from the prototype by a 
single feature and from each other by two features. The substitute 
feature exem.~lars were also selected randomly. The faces in any one 
photospread were randomly ordered on chat page of the booklet. 

Results 
A mean ranking for the prototype faces was computed by 

collapsing across the 10 phocospreads and 25 subjects. The mean, 
2.9, was significantly lower than the 3,5 chance value, t(24)=4.79, 
p<.0001. Additional analyses examined the effect for each of the 10 
phocospreads. Seven of the 10 prototypes had rankings significantly 
lower than expected by chance (p<.05). The ocher three prototypes, 
while not statistically significant, were in the expected direction. 

EXPERIMENT 3 
This experiment was similar to Experiment 2 except actual 

photographs were used to construct the photospreads. 
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~etnod 
Subjects were 2) ~ndergraduate students from Rice 

University. They were $hown a series oi 234 photographs of male 
faces presenced on photo-albu~ pages. This phase of the experiment 
was merely a means of exposing subjects co a large number of faces 
so that they would believe chat the phocospread task that followed 
involved their memory for these faces. The subjects then completed 
a half-hour distractor task, They subsequently ranked each face in 
a series of 10 photospreads as to the likelihood that the face had 
appeared in· the earlier sec. Each photospread consisted of five 
photographs mounted on a large page. 

The photospreads were formed by first selecting photographs 
of 10 adult white maies. All 10 were free of facial hair, glasses 
and any unique markings. Once these prototype faces were selected, 
four distractor faces for each were constructed such that each 
differed from the prototype by a single feature and from each other 
by two features. Four features were manipulated: hair, eyes
eyebrows, nose, and mouth. The substitute feature exemplars were 
also selected from a large set of male faces in the same age range. 
The substitutions were then made using a Minolta Montage Synthesizer 
and photographing the composite. The faces in the photospreads were 
randomly arranged. None of the photographs in the photospreads were 
in the original set of 234 photographs. 

Results 
A mean ranking for the prototype faces was computed by 

collapsing across the 10 photospreads for the 25 subjects. The 
overall mean, 1,88, was significantly lower than the 3.0 chance 
value, t(24)=8.49, p< .0001. Additional analyses examined the effect 
for each of the photospreads. Each of the 10 prototypes had 
rankings significantly lower than expected by chance (p< .05). The 
means ranged from 1.6 to 2.4. 

Table 2 presents the mean rankings for the prototype faces 
and for each type of distractor face (hair different, eyes 
different, etc.) for Experiments 2 and 3. In Experiment 2 the nose, 
mouth, and chin distractors do not appear to differ from the 
expected chance value. The faces chat differed by the hair or eyes 
were ranked higher (less likely). In experiment 3 hair and nose do 
not appear to differ from chance while eyes and mouth were ranked 
less likely. Generally, these results are consistent with findings 
on feature salience in that if salient features differ from the 
prototype, that distractor is less likely to be selected. An 
exception is the hair-different distractor in Experiment 3 which is 
probably due to the minor hair differences that were used. 

Mean Face Rankings 
Prototype 
Hair 
Eyes 
Nose 
Houch 
Chin 

(Expected Values) 

TABLE 2 
- Mac-a-Hug 

2.9 
3.8 
3.9 
3.3 
3.6 
J.S 

(3.S) 

(Exp.2) Photograph 
1. 9 
2.9 
3.7 
3.0 
3.5 

(3.0) 

(Exp.3) 
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JISCUSSiON 
These experime nts show rathe r clear l y that in a facial 

recogn i tion ta s k where the target-absent test set consists of a face 
that is the prototype of the others, there will be a bias towa r ds 
identif ying that prototype face. Furthermore, the effect holds 
across a subs t antial number of faces, including faces that are 
artificial and real. 

Questions remain, of course, about the type aod degree of 
prototype-distraccor differences. In these experiments the 
differ e nces were defined in terms of feature mani pulations, and the 
alternate features were selected to be discernable but not extreme. 
To da t e, however, no attempt has been 111c1de to scale these 
differences. Malpass and Hughes (1986) have recently explored some 
of th e issues of forming facial prototypes and present a very good 
discus s ion of the subject. 

In our view these findings have implications for the 
construction of lineups and photospreads in law enforceiDent 
settings. A high priority in such situations ia not to bias the 
identifi cation cask towards the suspect, and suspect-distractor 
similarity is an important factor in this regard. The mes sage from 
these experiments is that certain kinds of systematic suspect
distractor relationships may result in the suspect becoming a 
prot oty pe which i n tur n could lead to bias. 
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